Reading the Placement Record in DartWorks
Quick Reference Guide: Prematriculation Credits on Entrance
h p://www.dartmouth.edu/~reg/docs/qrg_placement_2016.pdf
The Prematriculation Credits and Exemptions portion of the DegreeWorks
record appears as the first block of course information on an entering student’s record. It displays all the types of credit on entrance that apply to a
student’s record. No prematriculation credit on entrance reduces the credits
required for graduation, but may serve as prerequisites for higher-level
courses.

Just before the start of the term, a student’s
What
I need
placements into Writing
5 and/ordo
a First-Year
Seminar will be reflected in the left corner of
the Prematriculation Credits and Exemptions
section.

Credit on Entrance: The grade of CR indicates that the student
may take a higher-level course for which the ECON 001 is a
prerequisite. No course credit is granted for a CR.

The student is Exempt from FREN 003,
and may take higher-level courses for
which FREN 003 is a prerequisite.

to do diﬀerently to support this change?

Credit on entrance grade code definitions:
CR
Credit on entrance; carries no course credit, and does not
count towards graduation requirements. Serves as a prerequisite
for higher-level courses.
EX

Exemption; carries no course credit, and serves as a prerequisite
for higher-level courses

PLC

Placement; a grade of PLC indicates that this is the course(s) a
department/program suggests a student may take.

SU

Superseded; indicates a credit/exemption where another test
score grants the student more credit on entrance or placement.

PLACEMENT: The student receives credit for
MATH 003 and 008, and is PLACED into
MATH 011. Placement is a suggestion to take
this course.

A grade of SU indicates that a credit/
exemption/placement has been SUPERSEDED by another one of higher value.
So a score for FREN 002 (likely a placement) granted because of High School
language study has been superseded by
the AP test score.

Please note: all test scores recorded are processed nightly, so a score received or entered one day will not appear in DegreeWorks until the
following day.

